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After several weeks of lockdowns and strict social distancing, some countries are starting to open for business. This process, however, is bound to be slow, and may even see measures reintroduced if infections rise again. The gradual lifting of
This relaxation of lockdowns and other crisis measures does not mark a return to business as usual, but rather the transition to a “new normal.” This is a first stage toward recovery. With variations likely across contexts, economic activity will gradually return but will still be far different for workers and firms. After all, the impacts of rising unemployment and underemployment will not disappear, and labor market conditions may worsen further as emergency measures are phased out. Global working hours shrank by 4.5 percent in the first quarter of 2020 compared to the last quarter of 2019 per ILO estimates. Worldwide, three quarters of informal workers are estimated to be severely impacted by lockdowns or are working in the hardest hit sectors.

What can governments do to help workers transition to this new normal?

Governments need to continue implementing strong actions to support workers. Three pillars can help set the stage for labor market recovery:

First, prepare an exit strategy from current emergency measures.

Countries around the world have responded strongly to the crisis, often setting up record-setting support packages for firms and workers aimed at sustaining livelihoods, saving jobs, and preserving the production capacity of firms. But these measures, given their nature and the fiscal cost, need to be time-bound. When countries reach the first stage of...

Second, get the timing right for tailored support to workers.

Timing is key. From previous crises (see here (https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/abs/10.1086/701809?mobileUi=0), here (https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0927537116300239) and here (https://academic.oup.com/cesifo/article/65/2/177/5371197)), we have learned that workers who start looking for a job during a recession experience significant negative impacts on employment and income compared to those with better timing. Recent graduates, first-time job seekers, and workers who have lost jobs form the core of what could be called the “COVID-19 Generation.” (https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Recent+graduates%2C+rst-time+job+seekers%2C+and+workers+who+have+lost+jobs+form+the+core+of+what+19+Generation.%E2%80%9D&url=https://blogs.worldbank.org/voices/supporting-workers-transition-new-normal-amid-covid-19/?cid=EXT_WBBlogTweetableShare_D_EXT&via=worldbank) They should be the main target of policies to avoid long-term impacts. The longer they are out of work or underemployed, the more difficult it will be to reverse the impacts (https://eml.berkeley.edu/~jrothst/workingpapers/scarring.20190128.pdf) of the crisis. Since scarring (https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1468-0297.00663) effects tend to be particularly pervasive among low-skilled and more
vulnerable workers (http://eprints.lse.ac.uk/46692/1/__libfile_REPOSITORY_Content_Williams%2C%20M%20low-skilled%20vulnerability%20of%20the%20low-skilled%20%28LSE%20RO%29.pdf), further focus on their needs is critical. Traditional wage subsidies that support new hiring are an important tool; so are complementary measures that support employability, including technical and socio-emotional skills training (https://blogs.worldbank.org/education/tvet-technical-and-vocational-education-and-training-times-covid-19-challenges-and) aimed at reskilling or upskilling workers, as well as intermediation services to facilitate job transitions. Technology can boost the implementation of these labor market programs. It can help minimize physical contact but also make them more targeted and cost-effective.

**Third, stimulate overall labor demand and livelihoods.**

Even as businesses reopen, local and international value chains may have fractured, with many countries in a recession already or soon to be.  
(https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=Even+as+businesses+reopen,+local+and+international+value+chains+may+fracture,+causing+a+potentially+vicious+circle+that+will+depress+labor+demand+for+longer,+even+after+the+health+emergency+eases.++Hence%2C+stimulating+labor+demand+through+the+tax+system+and+government+spending+-+including+social+assistance+programs+-+will+be+critical.++Particularly+for+informal+workers+and+household+enterprises+in+developing+countries%2C+social+assistance+programs+(https://www.jobsanddevelopment.org/how-can-cash-transfers-support-informal-sector-workers-in-the-covid-19-coronavirus-crisis/)+should+continue+to+help+sustain+livelihoods.+They+can+be+phased+out+at+a+slower+pace+than+other+COVID-19+emergency+measures.+Public+works+(https://www.jobsanddevelopment.org/where-theres-no-unemployment-insurance-the-public-works-response-to-livelihood-shocks/),+including+innovative+digital+public+works+(https://www.jobsanddevelopment.org/digital-public-works-a-viable-policy-option-for-the-covid-19-coronavirus-jobs-crisis/),+are+important+policy+instruments+that+can+help+stimulate+labor+demand+toward+the+eventual+recovery.

Until, then: Stay tuned for more on jobs policies for the transition to the new normal. (https://www.jobsanddevelopment.org/confronting-the-jobs-impacts-of-covid-19-coronavirus/)
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The difference between the Western world and the Africans is the care for the citizens through the provision of social packages especially for the 'vulnerable' population in the society. Whereby many African leaders will steal the common resources to themselves and family members, the western world leaders will be concerned with the redistribution of the resources among the populace...
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Different countries should adopt different measures that will work to revive the economy. Countries must realize that for the remaining part of 2020, it might be difficult to follow any plan. Spontaneous short term measures will be very crucial. However, during this critical period of adjustment, for some, it will be seen as a good opportunity to advance corrupt...  
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I'll be glad to receive regular write-ups from your blog. Thanks.  
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Thanks for writing about supporting workers. In developing countries like Bangladesh millions of workers are engaged in informal sector and family owned businesses. These make up the groups who are most vulnerable as they may not likely benefit from any government stimulus packages. COVID-19 may create an opportunity to bring millions of workers to mainstream. To qualify for benefits,...  
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